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Abstract  
This study examines eyebrow contractions within processes of argumentative decision-making in 
children’s interaction. Based on a collection of 23 instances, we examine this subtle resource in 
two oppositional actions: contradicting and putting something into question. We describe how 
eyebrow contractions are combined with other facial (e.g. nose wrinkling, squinting/opening the 
eyes, gaze aversion/confrontational gaze), bodily and verbal and prosodic resources to display a 
critical stance. The analysis demonstrates that the two oppositional actions are accomplished 
through distinct clusters of resources, which either mitigate or increase their confrontational im-
port. Multimodal displays of critical stance thus vary from mildly critical to reproachful-critical and 
ironic-critical and contribute in different ways to the interactive trajectory of decision-making. 
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1. Introduction 

Disputes constitute a frequent discursive practice in children’s families, peer 
groups and classrooms (e.g. Goodwin, 1990; Danby & Theobald, 2014; Heller et 
al., 2020). They are characterised by oppositional actions (Marrese et al., 2021) 
with which participants interactively manifest alternative or incompatible posi-
tions. In such actions, affective and epistemic stances serve as crucial meaning 
components with which speakers display their alignment in relation to their utter-
ance, thereby positioning themselves and (dis)aligning with their co-participants’ 
positions (Ochs, 1996; Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Du Bois, 2007; Du Bois & 
Kärkkäinen, 2012; Goodwin et al., 2012). The present study focuses on the dis-
play of critical stances (Tainio, 2012) in children’s argumentative decision-mak-
ing. Building on recent interactional research on multimodal stance-taking, we 
examine how a specific communicative resource, the contraction or pulling to-
gether of eyebrows, also known as ‘frowning’ (Darwin, 1872; Ruusuvuori & 
Peräkylä, 2009; Kaukomaa et al., 2014) or eyebrow furrowing (Li, 2021), is com-
bined with other facial (e.g. nose wrinkling, squinting/opening the eyes, gaze), 
bodily (e.g. posture) as well as verbal and prosodic resources to form publicly 
visible ‘multimodal gestalts’ (Mondada, 2014) of critical stance (Tainio, 2012; 
Waring, 2012). Taking into account their particular turn position and sequential 
placement, we describe how children use such multimodal critical stance displays 
to calibrate oppositional actions as more or less confrontational. In our video re-
cordings of children’s decision-making, eyebrow contractions are predominantly 
used for the oppositional actions contradicting and putting something into ques-
tion. In these actions, eyebrow contractions are distinctive with respect to their 
prototypical co-occurring facial displays: when contradicting, the eyebrows are 
consistently contracted and lowered. Common but not obligatory co-occurring re-
sources are narrowing the eyes, averting the gaze from the recipient and wrin-
kling the nose. In this configuration of facial resources, eyebrow contractions em-
body a rather ‘mild’ critical stance. During questioning, on the other hand, the 
eyebrow contraction is prolonged and accompanied by either an upward or down-
ward movement that can be combined with a gaze directed towards the recipi-
ents. Depending on whether the eyes are opened or narrowed and which pro-
sodic resources are used, the contraction of the eyebrows contributes to making 
the questioning action more or less confrontational. The distinct multimodal ge-
stalts thus allow children to convey and calibrate critical stances, this way making 
either an elaboration, justification or acceptance of a proposal relevant. 

Our analysis of multimodal displays of critical stance is intended to contribute to 
the emerging research on how facial expressions bring about subtle aspects of 
interactional conduct (see Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986; Ruusuvuori & Peräkylä, 
2009; Goodwin & Alim, 2010; Bavelas et al., 2014; Kaukomaa et al., 2014; Clift, 
2021; Heller, 2021; Li, 2021; Feyarts et al., 2022 and Andries et al., 2023 for 
overviews). Beyond that, the findings also extend research on (children’s) multi-
modal affective and epistemic stance-taking (Haddington, 2006; Streeck, 2009; 
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Cekaite, 2012; Du Bois & Kärkkäinen, 2012; Goodwin et al., 2012; Tainio 2012; 
Cook, 2014; Iwasaki, 2015; Heller, 2018, 2021; Hübscher et al., 2019). 

 

2. Theoretical Frame 

2.1 Contracting eyebrows as a conversational resource 

More than other bodily resources, facial expressions are viewed as a direct ex-
pression of emotional and cognitive states or processes. This is especially true 
for the upper parts of the face, the eyebrows and eyelids. For example, the 
French artist Lebrun (1734/1980) described the contraction of the eyebrows and 
lowering of their inner corners (combined with a widening of the nose and pulling 
down the corners of the mouth) as an expression of contempt. According to Dar-
win (1872), frowning – a facial display that accrues when individuals ‘lower the 
eyebrows and bring them together, producing vertical furrows on the forehead’ – 
is associated with ‘the perception of something difficult or disagreeable, either in 
thought or action’ (p. 221). 

In the field of psychology, Ekman was the first to describe eyebrow movements 
systematically. He distinguishes three basic movements (that can also be com-
bined): (i) raising the inner corners of the eyebrows; (ii) raising the outer corners; 
and (iii) pulling down and drawing together the eyebrows, causing a wrinkling or 
the deepening of a wrinkle between the brows (Ekman, 1979: 173ff; Ekman, 
2007). Similar to Darwin, Ekman associates the latter movement with the expres-
sion of ‘anger, disgust, perplexity and more generally with difficulty of any kind’ 
(Ekman, 1979: 182). However, Ekman points out that eyebrow movements fulfil 
two different functions. In addition to expressing emotions, they can also serve 
as conversational signals to emphasise or punctuate talk (also Chovil, 1991). 

In contrast to psychological research, interactional research conceptualises facial 
displays not as a reflection of inner emotional or cognitive states, but as commu-
nicative displays. Thus, they can be understood as culturally evolved and socially 
shared resources for conveying affective and epistemic stances (Groß & Dix, 
2023/this issue). Like pragmatic gestures (Streeck, 2009) or ‘operators’ (Kendon, 
2004) they are used to contextualise what an action is designed to do in a partic-
ular interactional moment and signal the speaker’s (or recipient’s) stance toward 
this upcoming or ongoing action. In this regard, Kaukomaa et al. (2014) examine 
frowns as pre-beginning elements of conversational actions. Their analysis of 12 
instances of turn-opening frowns shows that they are used in this particular turn 
position to project that the upcoming action involves difficulties associated with 
negative evaluation, disaffiliation or epistemic challenge (also Ruusuvuori & 
Peräkylä, 2009: 381–382; Kääntä 2014: 102). Such turn-opening frowns are typ-
ically accompanied by the speaker’s gaze aversion and foreshadow a problem 
that will be addressed in the upcoming turn of talk, this way preparing the recipient 
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to cope with that problem. Thus, they are part of the multimodal stance that is 
conveyed in the upcoming turn, for example, a negative evaluation or a disaffilia-
tive utterance. It is interesting to note that not all disaffiliative turns are projected 
by frowns. The authors observe that disaffiliations expressed without frowning 
are often more straightforward; in contrast, turn-opening frowns convey that the 
speaker is still ‘contemplating’ (Kaukomaa et al. 2014: 145) the matter at hand. 
They also note that co-participants do not seem to show much awareness of the 
frowns as such; rather, their next action is produced as a response to the whole 
action that involved the frown. 

In her study of negative assessments, Li (2021) describes eyebrow contractions 
in another sequential context. She finds that incomplete syntax, eyebrow furrows 
and head shakes form a set of multimodal resources for performing a negative 
assessment of a non-present party. By producing eyebrow furrows and pouting 
the lower lip immediately after abandoning the verbal utterance at the point when 
the negative assessment term is due, they convey their orientation to the assess-
ment as a delicate matter and interactional problem. 

Eyebrow contractions also serve as a conversational resource for initiating a re-
pair, either combined with interjections such as [hɛ] (Oloff, 2020 or without co-
occurring verbal means (Stolle & Pfeiffer, 2023/this issue). 

All in all, these findings show that eyebrow contractions are not usually used in 
isolation, but together with other vocal, verbal and bodily resources. In addition 
to the particular multimodal gestalt of which they are a part, their sequential place-
ment is also decisive for the interactive work they accomplish. Consequently, they 
constitute a versatile resource serving various communicative functions: from the 
projection of a negative evaluation or epistemic challenge to the initiation of repair 
and the contextualisation of delicate actions. What they seem to have in common 
is the marking of problematic aspects of the interaction. Our study aims to extend 
the aforementioned research by investigating frowns in a different conversational 
context: argumentative decision-making in children’s interactions. 

 

2.2 Opposition in argumentative interactions 

The activity of decision-making has been examined in various contexts, such as 
planning meetings in workplaces (Stevanovic, 2012, 2013; Stevanovic & 
Peräkylä, 2012; Huisman, 2001), in healthcare interactions (Stivers et al., 2018; 
Stivers, 2002) or in group discussions among children (Klein & Miller, 1981; Hel-
ler, 2018; Mundwiler & Kreuz, 2018). 

Argumentative decision-making is constituted by the participants establishing an 
open problem or dissent (Quasthoff et al., 2017). In contrast to other discursive 
practices, the preference for agreement (Pomerantz, 1984) is usually suspended, 
allowing oppositional actions to be produced without delay (Goodwin, 1987; 
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Kendrick & Holler, 2017).  Furthermore, actions such as proposing (Stevanovic, 
2012; Mondada, 2015; Stivers & Sidnell, 2016), stating (Stivers, 2002), negotiat-
ing (Stivers, 2002; Kreuz & Luginbühl, 2020), justifying (Kyratzis et al., 2010), 
contradicting (Maynard, 1986; Goodwin, 1987; Spranz-Fogasy, 1986), reject-
ing/mere refusing and accepting/complying (Stevanovic, 2012; Goodwin & 
Cekaite, 2018), pleading objections (Goodwin & Cekaite, 2018) or (critical) ques-
tioning (Koshik, 2003, 2005) are common in this activity type. 

This paper focuses on the two actions of contradicting and putting something into 
question. From Hutchby (1996), we understand these actions as oppositional 
since they ‘formulate[ ] the prior action as an arguable’ (Hutchby, 1996: 23). This 
way, the former action is retrospectively contextualised as problematic. Since the 
proposal or claim is not approved but contradicted or put into question, the pro-
gressivity of the decision-making process comes to a halt. 

Contradicting often comprises adversative elements on the verbal level, for ex-
ample, negative particles (e.g. ‘no’, ‘not’), which are often used in format-tied 
turns (‘I would take X’ – ‘I would NOT take X’, see Goodwin, 1990) or adversative 
connectors (e.g. ‘but’, see Spranz-Fogasy, 1986). When the speaker justifies 
his/her counter-position, his/her position may either remain highly implicit or be 
stated explicitly. The recipient can maintain his/her position either by expanding 
it through justification (Brumark, 2008) or overtly contradicting the other’s position 
(Goodwin, 1990). Recipients can also give in to or be convinced by the speaker’s 
arguments and agree with his/her (op)position. 

Opposition can also be established by putting something into question. This type 
of oppositional action entails interrogatively formatted utterances which not only 
serve as requests for further information or argumentative support, but also indi-
cate the speaker’s own position (see Heritage, 2002, for negative interrogatives) 
as somehow different from that of the co-participant’s. For instance, by repeating 
a prior turn with raising intonation, speakers mark specific discourse elements as 
problematic and perform a ‘complaint [ ] and challenge’ (Tracy & Robles, 2009: 
134; Goodwin, 1990; Koshik, 2005) or surprise (Rossi, 2020; Selting, 1995), 
thereby displaying  disaffiliation (Steensig & Drew, 2008; Tracy & Robles, 2009). 

Affective and epistemic stances (Ochs, 1996; Du Bois, 2007; Du Bois & Kärk-
käinen, 2012; Goodwin et al., 2012) serve as crucial meaning components of 
oppositional actions. Participants draw on various multimodal resources to con-
textualise their action as more or less critical, as Tainio (2012) shows for prosodic 
imitation in teachers’ repetitions of students’ talk. However, facial resources such 
as frowning (Kaukomaa et al., 2014), thinking displays (Heller, 2021), or rolling 
the eyes (Clift, 2021) also play a crucial role in displaying a critical stance. Based 
on previous research on facial expressions (Section 2.1), this study focuses on 
the role of eyebrow contractions in children’s decision-making processes. 
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3. Data and Method 

Our study is based on a data corpus (comprising a total of 73 minutes) consisting 
of 16 videotaped peer interactions among three to five children from grades 3, 4 
and 6. Decision-making processes were elicited by providing the children with 
two fictitious problem scenarios they had to negotiate. The first problem con-
cerned a shipwreck that required the children to jointly agree on three of eight 
items they considered essential for survival on a desert island (see also Kreuz & 
Luginbühl, 2020); the second scenario entailed a moral dilemma which required 
the children to make a joint decision on how to handle this delicate situation. The 
children sat in a semicircle around a table and were recorded by one camera. 

For data preparation, the recordings were annotated by two independent analysts 
with respect to all eyebrow contractions performed by the speaker. An initial anal-
ysis focusing on the social actions revealed that eyebrow contractions occur in 
various conversational actions (Table 1): in oppositional actions such as contra-
dicting, questioning and disproving, and in other actions such as making a pro-
posal or signalling consent.  

 

Table 1. Eyebrow contractions in children’s decision-making. 

 
As Table 1 shows, eyebrow contractions are particularly prevalent in oppositional 
actions. For this reason, our analysis focuses on oppositional actions, in particu-
lar on contradicting and putting something into question. Cases of disproving 
were excluded, since they entail the production of big packages and therefore 
differ in their temporal unfolding. Thus, a collection of 23 instances was compiled, 
which constitutes the data basis of this study. Note that the specification of the 
respective social action was not predetermined but was the result of a circular 
analysis process: the initial categorisation of instances in the preparation of the 
corpus was re-examined and modified if necessary in the course of the in-depth 
analyses. All instances were analysed in detail, using multimodal interaction anal-
ysis (Goodwin, 2000). This methodological approach builds, among other things, 
on insights evolved from conversation analysis (Sacks, 1995; Sidnell & Stivers, 
2013) and ‘takes into account simultaneously the details of language use, the 
semiotic structure provided by the […] material world, the body as an unfolding 
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locus for the display of meaning and action, and the temporally unfolding organi-
zation of talk-in-interaction’ (Goodwin, 2000: 1517). 

In line with Mondada (2014), we conceive of critical stance displays as ‘complex 
multimodal gestalts’ composed of multiple finely coordinated resources, ‘mobi-
lized and packaged in an emergent, incremental, dynamic way’ (p. 140). Thus, 
our analysis focuses on the type of eyebrow movement (i.e. contraction combined 
with raising or lowering), its duration and combination with other facial (e.g. fore-
head, mouth and nose) and bodily resources (e.g. gestures, body posture, gaze), 
its turn position (pre/post-turn, accompanying verbal speech) and the visual per-
ception by the recipient. Beyond that, we consider prosodic designs of verbal 
utterances as a component of the multimodal critical stance displays. 

To show how multimodal displays of critical stance contribute to the contextuali-
sation of conversational actions, we also examine their interactional trajectories. 
In particular, we consider the recipient’s response; in our multiparty interactions, 
this can be produced either immediately after the speaker’s utterance or some-
times, if another participant intervenes first, at later point in the interaction. 

The transcription follows the GAT2 conventions developed by Selting et al. 
(2011).1 Additionally we adopted the multimodal annotation system proposed by 
Mondada (2018). For the depiction of facial expressions, we inserted still images 
captured from the video recordings. For privacy reasons, the children’s names 
and still images were anonymised, thus we captured only the most relevant facial 
traits and bodily features. In the following, we present prototypical examples of 
critical stance displays in children’s oppositional actions. 

 

4. Multimodal Displays of Critical Stance in Different Oppositional Ac-
tions 

During oppositional actions, children may use clusters of multimodal resources 
to display different degrees of criticism toward a previously stated position. These 
clusters comprise the degree of eye opening, gaze direction, tensions in the 
mouth and/or nose area, prosodic contours and eyebrow contractions while sim-
ultaneously lowering/raising them. We refer to these multimodal gestalts as criti-
cal stance displays. In what follows, we present two prototypical examples of con-
tradicting (Section 4.1) and questioning (Section 4.2), each showing subtle differ-
ences in the degree of criticism and the interactive trajectories. The sequence of 
the four examples is organised in such a way as to reveal an increasing degree 
of confrontationality of oppositional actions. 

 
1  GAT follows as many principles and conventions as possible of the Jefferson-style 

transcription but additionally entails conventions that are relevant for linguistic anal-
yses. 
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4.1 Critical stance displays in acts of contradicting 

4.1.1 Inviting the recipient to elaborate his/her argumentation 

Acts of contradicting may be accompanied by brief eyebrow contractions. This is 
consistently associated with lowering the inner corners of the brows, (slightly) 
squinting the eyes and tensions in the mouth and/or nose area. Optionally, pro-
sodic markers may be used to intensify the speaker’s critical stance. Such multi-
modal critical stance displays generally enhance the criticism expressed in the 
verbal contradiction. However, microscopic changes in the eyebrow movement –
raising the inner brows – can induce a shift in the speaker’s stance from rather 
factual-critical to rather concerned-critical. In this way, the confrontationality of 
the critical stance display can be mitigated to invite recipients to reconsider their 
position and/or to justify it more convincingly. 

The following sequence unfolds between the third graders Walid, Carolin, Moritz 
and Fiete and is taken from the very beginning of their negotiation of the ship-
wreck scenario (Section 3). Extract 1 shows how Carolin2 contracts her eyebrows 
to display a mild critical stance toward Fiete’s proposal, leading Fiete to further 
support his opposite standpoint in the further course of interaction. 
 

Extract 1. (CAR: Carolin, MOR: Moritz, FIE: Fiete, WAL: Walid) 
 
047   MOR-vb   ich würd die |TAschenlampe verbandszeug un:d (.)und das zelt|  
               I would take the flashlight, the first aid kit and the tent  
      mor-gs                |points at flashlight, first aid kit, tent-----| 
               <<p> mitneh[men>;]  
                    with me 
048   CAR-vb              [ICH  ] auch;  
                           me too 
049   FIE-vb   nein (-) <<p> guck ma> man braucht das HANdy ja, 
               no            look     you need the mobile phone PTCL 
050   MOR-vb   <<pp> ja DAS auch;> 
                     yes that too 
051   FIE-vb   um ANzurufen; 
               to call 
052   WAL-vb   also ICH würd-  
               well I would 
 
053   WAL-vb   also man DARF ja nur |drei     dinge |ne?    | 
               so you are only allowed (to take) three things right 
      wal-gz   -at MOR/FIE----------------------------------|  
      wal-gs                        |holds up three fingers-| 
      car-gz   -at handout----------------------------------------> 
      car-po   -rests both arms on table-------------------------->  
      mor-gz   -at handout----------|at WAL-----------------| 
      fie-gz   -at handout----------|at WAL---------|at handout---> 
 
054   MOR-vb    [JA; ] 
                 Yes 
 
 
 
 

 
2  The focus child’s bodily resources are consistently highlighted in red in all transcripts. 
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055   CAR-vb   |[aber] #1 das <<f> |!WICH! #2 |tigs#3|te> #4 sollte man das|     
               but the most important things you should     
      car-br   |contracts & lowers brows------|moves upwards, raises inner     
               brows-> 
      car-ey   |squints-----------------------|                                   
      car-ns   |wrinkles nose-----------------|                                  
      car-mo   |tenses upper lip-------------------------------------------> 
      car-he                       |lifts head|           
      car-gz   ------------------------------------------------------------>  
      car-po   ------------------------------------------------------------>  
      wal-gz   |at handout-------------------------------------------------> 
      wal-gs   |pulls handout to himself-------------|                    
      mor-gz   |at handout-------------------------------------------------> 
      fie-gz   -------------------------------|at CAR----------------------|          
               |(-) sollte man |mit               |nehmen;|                             
               you should take with you  
      car-br   ----------------|lowers inner brows|raises inner brows->                
      car-mo   -------------------------------------------|      
      car-gz   ------------------------------------------------------->  
      car-po   ------------------------------------------------------->  
      wal-gz   -------------------------------------------|               
      mor-gz   -------------------------------------------------------> 
      fie-gz   |at handout--------------------------------------------> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#3 #4 

#1 #2 

Caro Caro 

Caro 

Fiete 

Moritz 

Caro 
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056   WAL-vb   |also [ICH hab] |wenn ich             |alle dürfte |hätt ich|  
                well I have  if I were allowed to I would have                     
      wal-gz   |at MOR-----------------------------------------------------> 
      wal-gs   |points up------|stretches arm to MOR-|  
      mor-gz   ------------------------------------------------------------|   
      car-br   ---------------------------------------------------| 
      car-gz   ------------------------------------------------------------> 
      car-po   ------------------------------------------------------------> 
      fie-gz   ------------------------------------------------------------> 
               |alle   |mitgenommen;| 
               taken them all 
      wal-gz   ---------------------|                                            
      mor-gz   |at WAL-|at handout--> 
      car-gz   ---------------------> 
      car-po   ---------------------> 
      car-po   ---------------------> 
      fie-gz   ---------------------> 
 
057   MOR-vb         [ähm    ]        
                      ehm                           
 
058   WAL-vb   |aber WAS sollt-   | 
                but what should 
      wal-gz   |at handout--------> 
      wal-po   |rests head in hand| 
      car-gz   -------------------> 
      car-po   -------------------> 
      mor-gz   ------------------->  
      fie-gz   ------------------->  
 
059   WAL-vb   ah |ich weiß JETZT,             |    
               ah now I know     
      wal—gz   --------------------------------> 
      wal-gs      |points right index finger up| 
      car-gz   --------------------------------> 
      car-po   --------------------------------> 
      mor-gz   -------------------------------->  
      fie-gz   --------------------------------> 
 
((...)) 
 
097   WAL-vb   WARte was würde fiete mitnehmen?   
               wait what would fiete take 
098   WAL-vb   WAS würdest du mitnehmen?  
               what would you take   
099   FIE-vb   ich würde (-) das HANdy nehmen;   
               I would take the mobile phone                          
100   FIE-vb   und [dann] kann man damit |LICHT |machen;| 
               and then you can make light with this 
      fie-gz   -at handout----------------------|at CAR-> 
      car-gz   -at handout---------------|at FIE--------|     
101   MOR-vb       [ja  ] 
                    yes 
102   MOR-vb   |ja würd |ich AUCH; 
                yes I would (take this) too 
      fie-gz   ---------|at handout->> 
      car-gz   |at handout---------->>  
103   WAL-vb   ja DAS geht;  
               yes that works 
104   ???      (    ) 
105   FIE-vb   und das und das ZELT und das verbandszeug;  
               and that and the tent and the first aid kit 
106   CAR-vb   STIMMT ja;  
               that’s right yes 
107   MOR-vb   JA stimmt;  
               yes that’s right 
108   WAL-vb   stimmt;   
               that’s right 
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109   CAR-vb   |stimmt also DIE drei;                      | 
                that’s right so these three 
      car-gs   |points at mobile phone, tent, first aid kit| 

 
 

Context. Moritz is the first to state which items he would choose (i.e. flashlight, 
first aid kit and tent, l. 047), and he receives approval from Carolin (l. 048). Fiete, 
however, rejects Moritz’s selection (‘no’, l. 049), suggests the mobile phone as 
essential and justifies its relevance: ‘no look one needs the mobile phone PTCL/to 
call’ (l. 049f.). Even before Fiete produces a reason, Moritz agrees with him, alt-
hough this agreement is uttered rather softly (l. 050). 

Contradicting with mild critical stance display. After Walid subsequently raises a 
question concerning the task (l. 053), Carolin, in overlap with Moritz’s ratification, 
turns her body to Fiete and contradicts his proposal (l. 055). Although she does 
not explicitly refuse the mobile phone, this utterance involves a verbal rejection, 
marked by the adversative connector ‘aber’ (‘but’) and prosodically by raising her 
voice and the strong emphasis on the evaluative term ‘!WICH!tigste’ (‘the most 
important’, l. 055). In this way, she reveals that, in her view, the mobile phone 
does not meet the selection criteria. While the rejection of the mobile phone re-
mains rather implicit, Carolin enhances its critical import through the finely coor-
dinated integration of bodily and, in particular, facial resources, yet in a rather 
‘mild’ and emotionally concerned way. 

Thus, immediately at the beginning of her turn, she contracts and lowers her eye-
brows (#1). Furthermore, she squints her eyes, tightens her upper lip and wrinkles 
her nose. The wrinkling of the nose has been described by Hübscher et al. (2019) 
as a bodily resource for ‘distancing oneself from [...] unpleasant, uncertain [situ-
ations]’ (p. 376). Eventually, the verbal, prosodic and facial resources applied 
culminate on the strong focus accent when Carolin accomplishes an embodied 
summons (Kidwell, 2006) and lifts her head slightly (#2) towards Fiete, who as a 
consequence directs his gaze at Carolin (#3). Note that the rigid position of Car-
olin’s upper body position (resting the arms on the table, refraining from hand 
movements) directs the recipient’s attention to her face, thereby enhancing its 
perceptibility (Heller, 2021). Up to this point, the critical stance display emerges 
incrementally and its intensity increases gradually. Immediately after the concur-
rence of all resources at the culmination point (see multimodal compaction zone, 
Stukenbrock, 2018: 40), the eyelids and the nose return to resting position. Only 
the upper lip is further tightened until the end of Carolin’s turn. Additionally, the 
eyebrows remain contracted, but after the point of culmination has passed, Car-
olin raises the inner brows and lowers them briefly solely on the first syllable of 
‘mitnehmen’ (‘taking with you’, l. 055, #3). With this change in eyebrow move-
ment, a transformation from a (rather) factual to a (rather) concerned critical 
stance manifests. In this way, she conveys her meta-discursive position of taking 
the task seriously and proceeding attentively in the selection of items in an emo-
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tionally involved manner, that is, full of concern that this maxim may be disre-
garded in the group’s decision-making process. This qualitative shift in Carolin’s 
affective stance mitigates the confrontationality of her opposition. 

Interactive trajectory. The interactive consequences of this multimodal stance dis-
play only become visible in the further course of the conversation. After an intense 
discussion of the objects Moritz had already introduced at the beginning of the 
sequence (i.e. flashlight, first aid kit and tent), Fiete resumes the discussion about 
the mobile phone (l. 099f.). Since he directs his gaze to Carolin at the end of his 
turn, his orientation to Carolin, as the opponent who needs to be convinced, is 
evident (see Auer, 2017: 8ff.). In contrast to his first attempt (l. 049f.), he elabo-
rates his argumentation and presents an argument that qualifies the phone over 
the flashlight: ‘I would take the mobile phone/and then you can make light with it’ 
(l. 099f.). In this way, he refutes the necessity of the flashlight in favour of the 
phone. His elaboration leads Carolin to finally accept his proposal (l. 106). Hence, 
what Extract 1 reveals is that Carolin’s mild critical stance display invites Fiete to 
substantiate and elaborate an argument. 

4.1.2 Projecting the elaboration of one’s own opposing position 

Acts of contradicting may also be accompanied by critical stance displays that 
serve to project the speaker’s elaboration of his/her own position. We demon-
strate this case with Extract 2. Here, the speaker’s stance is more confrontational: 
compared to Extract 1, the speaker’s contradiction and counterclaim are more 
explicit and assertive. Furthermore, the facial expression that signals the critical 
stance is not modified but held, so that the criticism is not mitigated through dis-
plays of affective concern. 

While discussing the shipwreck scenario, Kim assumes an oppositional position 
relative to her co-participant Fabrizio. Because Greta also contradicts Fabrizio, 
Kim has to compete for the right to speak in order to get the opportunity to expose 
and/or elaborate her own position. 
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Extract 2. (FAB: Fabrizio, DOM: Dominic, KIM: Kim, GRE: Greta) 
 
090   FAB-vb   |ich würde die TAschenlampe messer und streichholz;| 
                I would (take) the flashlights knife and matches 
      fab-gz   -at handout----------------------------------------> 
      fab-gs   |points at flashlight, knife, matches--------------| 
      kim-gz   -at handout----------------------------------------> 
      kim-gs   -points at handout/hand rests on matches-----------> 
      gre-gz   -at handout----------------------------------------> 
      gre-po   -rests head in hand------------------------------->> 
      dom-gz   -at handout--------------------------------------->> 
      dom-po   -rests head in hand------------------------------->> 
 
091   GRE-vb   <<emphatic> NEI:[N];> 
                           no 
      gre-gz   --------------------> 
      fab-gz   --------------------> 
      kim-gz   --------------------> 
      kim-gs   --------------------> 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
092   KIM-vb      <<emphatic> |[N]EI       |:N; #1>|        |   
                                no     
      kim-br                               |contracts brows-| 
      kim-ey                               |squints slightly| 
      kim-ch                  |cheek puffer|          
      kim-mo                  |tenses upper lip-------------> 
      kim-gz      ------------------------------------------> 
      kim-po                  |sits up-------------| 
      kim-gs      ------------------------------------------| 
      gre-gz      ------------------------------------------> 
      fab-gz      ------------------------------------------> 
 
093   GRE-vb   man [<<p> braucht (doch nur);>]  
               you only need 
 
094   KIM-vb      |[DIE: drei                ] |sa|chen;       | 
                    these three                 things 
      kim-mo   -----------------------------------|                     
      kim-gz   ------------------------------------------------> 
      kim-gs      |points at matches, blanket, flashlight------| 
      gre-gz   ---|at KIM----------------------|at handout-----> 
      fab-gz   ------------------------------------------------> 
 
095   KIM-vb   <<p> (find ICH);>= 
                     I think 
 
 

#1 

Kim 
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096   KIM-vb   =|die TAschen|lampe falls         |wir (.) falls irgendwie es  
                 the flashlight     in case we             in case it ever  
      kim-gz   -------------|looks into distance-|at handout---------------> 
      kim-gs    |points at flashlight--------------------------------------> 
      gre-gz   ------------------------------------------------------------> 
      fab-gz   ----------------------------------|at KIM------------------->          
               ma:l;|    
      kim-gz   -----| 
      kim-gs   ----->    
      gre-gz   -----> 
      fab-gz   ---->> 
 
097   KIM-vb   |(--)                |(.)   | 
      kim-gz   |looks into distance-|at GRE| 
      kim-gs   ----------------------------> 
      gre-gz   ----------------------------| 
 
098   FAB-vb   |<<p> (WENN es gruselig wird;)> 
                      when it gets spooky 
      kim-gz   |looks into distance---------->  
      kim-gs   ------------------------------>  
 
099   KIM-vb   JA:,| 
      kim-gz   ----| 
      kim-gs   ----| 
 
100   KIM-vb   ((laughs)) 
101   FAB-vb   ((laughs)) 
102   FAB-vb   [aber (xxx xxx)] 
                but (        ) 
103   KIM-vb   [WOLLdecke     ] zum zudecken und(.) streichhölzer: (--) 
                blanket to tuck in           and    matches  
               <<hesitant, p> falls es ma dunkel wird;>  
                                in case it gets dark 
104   GRE-vb   ((shakes head)) 

 

Context. After Fabrizio has stated his personal choice (flashlight, knife and 
matches, l. 090), Greta vehemently rejects his proposal using a high-pitched and 
forcefully or emphatically (Selting, 1994) expressed negation: ‘NEI:[N];’ (‘no’, l. 
091), indicating that she will further elaborate her position (see Ford et al., 2004, 
for no-plus turns in topic proffers). 

Contradicting with a strong critical stance display. Even before Greta completes 
her negation, Kim interrupts her by producing another emphatic contradiction (l. 
092), thus verbally and prosodically displaying a strong critical stance towards 
Fabrizio. Additionally, she contracts her eyebrows and tightens her upper lip (#1). 
Kim also squints her eyes slightly and puffs out her cheeks. These two compo-
nents start successively and do not persist throughout the entire turn, so the ver-
bal, prosodic and bodily resources culminate only momentarily. Kim’s gaze is 
constantly directed at the handout (even beyond her turn), which seems to miti-
gate the intense affective and confrontational charge of her verbal contradiction. 
With the beginning of her turn, however, Kim also changes her body posture and 
sits up, which signals her vigilance and readiness to defend her position. Due to 
the seating arrangement, this change in posture and the emergence of the whole 
gestalt occurs in the o-space (Ciolek & Kendon, 1980: 243; Kendon, 1990) shared 
by the children. Consequently, it is at least to some extent visually perceptible to 
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Fabrizio, even if he is not directly looking at Kim. While elaborating her contradic-
tion, Kim still tightens her mouth and dissolves this only just before finishing her 
counter-proposal (i.e. matches, blanket and flashlight, l. 094). Consequently, her 
multimodal stance display is still visible in the following turn. 

Interactive trajectory. The critical stance display in this sequence serves here to 
indicate the speaker’s rejection (as in Extract 1) and to project his own elaboration 
of a counter-proposal. Kim’s formatting of her assertions, her sitting up and the 
interruptions of her co-participants (l. 091f.; 093f.) reveal that she is acting quite 
confrontationally, aiming to maintain the turn in order to persuade the other group 
members of her position. The constant focus of the gaze on the handout also 
provides evidence for Kim not intending to give someone else the turn (see Ken-
don, 1973: 63). Greta tolerates Kim holding the floor and abandons her utterance 
(l. 093). Furthermore, the children give Kim sufficient conversational space to 
bring forth her argumentation (l. 094–104). Thus, the analysis of Extract 2 demon-
strates how the composition and unfolding of the critical stance display enhance 
the confrontational charge of Kim’s oppositional move and enable her to keep the 
floor and bring forth a counter-proposal. However, as Kim proceeds, she adds a 
barely understandable ‘I think’ (l. 095) in a low voice and interrupts her turn with 
a help-seeking look (l. 096f.) when she has difficulties in producing her argument. 
She thus displays epistemic uncertainty and ultimately fails to be convincing (l. 
105). 

 

4.1.3 Summary 

The analyses showed that children combine resources from multiple modalities 
to display their critical stance. In contradictory actions, these multimodal displays 
serve to reinforce the verbally marked (‘but’, ‘no’) opposing position expressed 
by the contradiction. In particular, the contraction and lowering of the eyebrows, 
the (slight) squinting of the eyes and various forms of tension in the mouth, and 
often also in the nose area, are recurring and thus stylised means of indicating 
doubt and criticism. Since the slightest changes in the eyebrow movement can 
cause a transformation of the speaker’s affective stance (e.g. from (rather) fac-
tual-critical to (rather) concerned-critical as in Extract 1), the eyebrows are con-
sidered to be of crucial importance. Supplementary prosodic resources, such as 
emphatic contours (Selting, 1994), are used to calibrate and intensify the dis-
played stance (see also Tainio, 2012; Couper-Kuhlen, 2004). Regarding the tem-
poral unfolding, the analysis further revealed that verbal, prosodic and bodily re-
sources within contradictions generally commence simultaneously, although the 
bodily resources may unfold incrementally. The specific multimodal stance dis-
plays calibrated the children’s oppositional actions in such a way that they occa-
sioned different interactive trajectories. ‘Mild’ displays of critical stance, followed 
by expressions of affective concern, invited the recipient to elaborate his argu-
mentation and thus enabled a more detailed examination of a proposal without 
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rendering the decision-making confrontational (Extract 1). Multimodal gestalts of 
strong criticism projected the speaker’s rejection and counter-proposal and thus 
contributed to a more confrontational framing (Extract 2). 

 

4.2 Critical stance displays in acts of questioning 

4.2.1 Demanding a justification from the recipient 

A second environment of critical stance displays are actions by which children 
put (aspects of) a previously stated position into question. In contrast to acts of 
contradicting, which usually mark the opposition on the lexical level, the opposi-
tional import in acts of questioning depends on interrogative syntax as well as 
prosodic and bodily resources. In acts of questioning, eyebrow contractions 
(combined with either lowering or raising the brows) are consistently accompa-
nied by prosodic cues that indicate the speaker’s affective stance. Another com-
ponent is what we will call confrontational gaze. With this type of gaze the current 
speaker addresses a previous speaker as the target of their opposition. Option-
ally, further embodied resources such as inflating the nasal wings or raising the 
upper lip are used. 

In Extract 3, the speaker uses these resources to hand over the epistemic re-
sponsibility for handling the critical aspect to the recipient. The multimodal display 
of critical stance culminates at the end of the speaker’s turn and thus renders the 
action as highly confrontational. By holding the confrontational gaze beyond the 
turn, the speaker demands a justification from the recipient. Furthermore, the 
speaker’s stance is not only critical, but also reproachful in that it indicates nega-
tive surprise about the previous speaker’s proposal. 

The following analysis shows how Kim puts Greta’s proposal of three survival 
items into question. By contracting her eyebrows and directing a confrontational 
gaze at Greta, Kim displays an intense critical and affectively charged stance and 
addresses Greta as the recipient of her reproach. 
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Extract 3. (FAB: Fabrizio, DOM: Dominic, KIM: Kim, GRE: Greta) 
 
045   KIM-vb   ich würd |auf jeden fall die STREICHhölz mitnehmen-=| 
                I  would definitely take the matches with me  
      kim-gs            |points at matches-------------------------|  
046            =|WEI:L wenn man so_n fEUerzeug |mitb(.)nimmt,  
                 because if you take such a lighter with you then   
      kim-gs    |points at handout-------------|  
047   KIM-vb    [DANN:-] 
                 then   
048   GRE-vb    [äh    ] 
                 um 
049   KIM-vb   WARte-= 
               wait   
050   KIM-vb   =wei:l da:nn (.) wenn man: (.) wenn dieses das |kann ja auch  
               because then if one if this that can also  
      kim-gs                                                  |points at  
               LEE:R  |sein, 
               be empty 
      kim-gs   lighter| 
051   KIM-vb   |aber DAS(.)|kann halt nur mit den streich|hölzern [leer sein;]  
                but that can PTCL only be empty with the matches 
      kim-gs   |at matches-|taps with index finger-------|rests on matches---> 
052   DOM-vb                                                      [ja aber   ] 
                                                                   yes but 
053   DOM-vb   |[ICH würde (auch)-]| 
                 I would (also) 
      dom-gs   |points tow. handout| 
      kim-gs   --------------------|  
054   GRE-vb    [ich würde        ] MIR; 
                 I would (take with) me 
055   GRE-vb    [also wenn-                ] 
                 so if 
056   KIM-vb   |[<<all>ich würde auf jeden>] fall STREICHhölzer mit[nehmen;]| 
                I would definitely take the matches with me  
      kim-gs   |taps with index and middle finger on matches----------------| 
057   GRE-vb                                                       [ich    ] 
                                                                    I 
058   GRE-vb   ich wenn ICH mir drei gegenstände aussuchen würde-=   
               I if I were to (choose) three items 
 
059   GRE-vb   =würde ich |äm (---) |DA die taschenlampe:,=           | 
               (then) I would (take) um that the flashlight 
      gre-gz   -at handout-------------------------------------------->  
      gre-gs                        |points with thumb at flashlight--| 
      dom-gz   -at GRE--------------|at handout-----------------------> 
      fab-gz   -at handout|at GRE---|at handout-----------------------> 
      kim-gz   -at handout--------------------------------------------> 
 
060   DOM-vb   |=ja;                                 
               yes 
      dom-gz   -------------------------------------> 
      gre-gz   -------------------------------------> 
      gre-gs   |points with index finger at blanket-> 
      fab-gz   -------------------------------------> 
      fab-gs   -------------------------------------> 
      kim-gz   -------------------------------------> 
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061   GRE-vb   die: |und das                          |ZELT;| 
               this and the                            tent 
      gre-gz                                          |at DOM-------->   
      gre-gs   -----|points with middle finger at tent|  
      dom-gz   ---------------------------------------------|at KIM--> 
      fab-gz   ------------------------------------------------------> 
      kim-gz   ------------------------------------------------------> 
 
062            (---) 
      gre-gz   ---->  
      dom-gz   ----> 
      fab-gz   ----> 
      kim-gz   ----> 
 
063   GRE-vb   |weil |das |[zelt BRAUCHT |man;    ] 
                because you need the tent  
      gre-gz   |at handout------------------------> 
      gre-gs              |at tent-------| 
      dom-gz   ------|at GRE----------------------> 
      fab-gz   -----------|at GRE-----------------> 
      kim-gz   -----------------------------------> 
 
 
                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                        
064   KIM-vb              [<<indignantly> nich die]|                   
                                          not  the  
      kim-gz              -------------------------|      
      gre-gz              -------------------------> 
      fab-gz              -------------------------> 
      dom-gz              ------------------------->  
               |STREICH   |höl|zer:, #1>     | 
                matches 
      kim-br                  |contr.--------> 
      kim-ns                  |infl. n. wings| 
      kim-he                  |turns to GRE--> 
      kim-gz   |----------|at GRE------------> 
      kim-gs   |at matches| 
      gre-gz   ------------------------------> 
      gre-gs              |right hand to lip-> 
      fab-gz   -----------|at handout--------> 
      dom-gz   ---------------|at handout----> 
 
 
 
 

#1 

Kim Greta 
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065            (0.7) |(0.6) 
      kim-br   ------| 
      kim-mo         |smiles----->> 
      kim-he   ------| 
      kim-gz   ------|at handout->> 
      gre-gz   -------------------> 
      fab-gz   ------------------->  
      dom-gz   ------|at GRE------> 
 
066   KIM-vb    [STREICHhölzer brauch man auch;       ] 
                 you also need matches 
 
067   GRE-vb   |[aber die TAschen    |lampe   |braucht] |man |auch;      | 
                 but you also need the flashlight  
      gre-gz   ----------------------------------------------------------> 
      gre-gs   |points at flashlight-|palm up-|right hand to lip---------|    
      kim-po   |rests head in right hand----------------| 
      fab-gz   ---------------------------------------------------------->  
      dom-gz   ----------------------------------------------|at handout-> 
 
068   DOM-vb   |[dann]                 | 
                 then 
      dom-gz   ------------------------> 
      dom-gs   |right hand tow. handout| 
      gre-gz   ------------------------> 
      fab-gz   ------------------------> 
 
069   GRE-vb   |[dann] |macht man |sich halt mit den |streich  |hölzern ne  
                 then you just make yourself a tor a torch with the matches   
      gre-gz   --------------------------------------|looks up-|at KIM----> 
      gre-po                                         |turns to KIM--------> 
      gre-gs   |points at matches--------------------|palm up-------------> 
      dom-gz   --------|at GRE----|at handout-----------------------------> 
      fab-gz   --------------------------------------|at GRE/KIM----------> 
               fack ne |FAckel; 
      gre-gz   ---------------->> 
      gre-po   ---------------->> 
      gre-gs   --------|outw.-->> 
      dom-gz   --------|at GRE->> 
      fab-gz   ---------------->> 

 
 

Context. Right from the beginning of the sequence, Kim argues for the matches 
(l. 045–51) and re-establishes them as an essential item (l. 056). Beyond that, 
epistemic certainty markers such as ‘auf jeden fall’ (‘definitely’) and the use of 
deictic gestures (tapping with the index finger on the matches) emphasises the 
relevance Kim attributes to the item. Subsequently, Greta proposes her list of 
items, which consists of the blanket, the flashlight and the tent. After a response 
of the group remains absent, the list is expanded by a justification (‘because 
you need the tent’, l. 063), which then overlaps with Kim producing an opposi-
tional action and putting Greta’s proposal into question (‘not the matches’, l. 
064). 
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Questioning with reproachful-critical stance display. Beginning with the negative 
particle ‘nicht’ (‘not’), Kim conveys opposition3 at the earliest possible moment of 
the turn (Goodwin & Goodwin, 2001) and further indicates a breach of her expec-
tation by prosodic cues (Selting, 1994; 1995): the focus accent on the first syllable 
of ‘STREICHhölzer’ (‘matches’) as well as the final lengthening and the rising 
intonation indexes negative surprise about Greta’s disregard of the matches and 
thus contextualises the reproachful meaning of the questioning. The entire un-
folding multimodal gestalt comprises multiple contextualisation cues for her re-
proachful-critical stance: while still gazing at the handout at the beginning of her 
turn, Kim orients to the matches by naming and simultaneously pointing at them 
(l. 064). Kim then turns her head and shifts her gaze with open eyes to Greta, 
making her the addressee (Auer, 2017) of the critical question. In doing so, she 
contracts her eyebrows and inflates her nasal wings while saying ‘matches’. This 
is where various multimodal resources come together as a complex multimodal 
gestalt in a culmination point (#1). Due to the culmination of all these resources 
at the end of the turn and the maintenance of the body posture and the eyebrow 
contraction which are sustained throughout the pause, a mitigation of the critical 
stance is prevented. The gaze towards the recipient plays a decisive role in this. 
The usual preference organisation entails that in dispreferred responses the gaze 
is averted to mitigate the disaffiliative import of the action (Haddington, 2006). 
However, this normal association between dispreferred actions and turn formats 
can be inverted (Kendrick & Holler, 2017). When dispreferred actions are pro-
duced in preferred turn formats – staring at the recipient and maintaining eye 
contact – this does not mitigate, but instead amplifies the critical and confronta-
tional import of the action (see Kendrick & Holler, 2017: 28). We therefore refer 
to this practice as confrontational gaze. The confrontational charge of the action 
is accompanied by the speaker rejecting the responsibility for dealing with the 
critical item and assigning the responsibility to the recipient. Although Greta is 
looking at the handout, it is expectable that Kim’s gaze shift and turn of her head 
which select Greta as the next speaker are at least peripherally visible for Greta. 

Interactive trajectory. This results in a longer pause (l. 065) in which the eyebrow 
contraction is dissolved. While Greta does not immediately take over the next 
turn, Kim’s facial resources are transformed into a smile (l. 065) before she again 
argues for the matches (l. 066). After first sticking to her initial position (the flash-
light, l. 067), Greta then abandons it and even provides reasons for Kim’s choice 
(‘then you just make yourself a torch with the matches’, l. 069). Thus, Kim’s mul-
timodal critical stance display rejects her own epistemic responsibility for dealing 
with the critical item and establishes a strong demand for the recipient to take on 
this task. 

 
3  By virtue of the elliptical question format in which the verb and the personal pronoun 

are missing, it remains open whether it is a negative interrogative such as ‘don’t you 
take the matches?’ (Heritage, 2002) or a declarative question ‘you don’t take the 
matches?’ (Koshik, 2005). 
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4.2.2 Denying the recipient the opportunity to further discuss an item 

Acts of questioning can also be accompanied by multimodal critical stance dis-
plays that cast a proposal of another participant as not worthy of discussion. Such 
displays entail contracted eyebrows, wide opened eyes and confrontational gaze, 
and they also culminate at the end of the speaker’s turn. In contrast to Extract 3, 
however, additional resources such as raised eyebrows and confrontational ‘or 
what’ tags increase the criticism to a degree that the recipient refrains from further 
discussion of the disputed item. 

In Extract 4, Damira makes two suggestions for a third item. One of the sugges-
tions is taken up by Sila and vehemently called into question.4 During the second 
questioning, the contracting of the eyebrows occurs. Again, the dispreferred ac-
tion is accompanied by the speaker’s (Sila’s) gaze at the recipient and wide 
opened eyes. In contrast to Extract 3, however, the eyebrows are raised rather 
than lowered and the utterance is produced with a dismissive intonation contour, 
which increases the degree of confrontation. The act of questioning is thus even 
more affectively charged and turned into a personal attack. 

 
  

 
4  Note that in this interaction a schisming (Egbert, 1993) occurs. While Sila and Damira 

discuss the knife, Faris and Seyla negotiate the flashlight. 
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Extract 4. (SIL: Sila, DAM: Damira, FAR: Faris; SEJ: Sejla) 
 
075   DAM-vb   |dann braucht man ent|weder das hier |oder DAS; 
                then you either need this here or that 
      dam-gz   -at handout-----------------------------------> 
      dam-gs   |points at knife-----|at matches-----| 
      sil-gz   -at handout-----------------------------------> 
 
076   SIL-vb   |<<indignantly> n |MES[se::r,]| 
                               a  knife 
      sil-gz   ------------------|at DAM-----> 
      sil-gs   |slaps back of hand on handout| 
      dam-gz   ------------------------------> 
 
077   FAR-vb                         [soll  ] ich  
                                      should I  
      dam-gz                         -----------> 
      sil-gz                         ----------->          
               RU[fen?  ] 
               call (her) 
      dam-gz   ----------> 
      sil-gz   ----------> 
 
078   SIL-vb    |[da|mit] man den |TÖtet,> (-)  
                  so that you can kill him 
      sil-gz    -------------------------------------------------> 
      sil-po                      |leans back--------------------> 
      sil-gs    |leads hand palm up in arc, places hand on table-> 
      dam-gz    ----|at SIL--------------------------------------> 
 
079   SIL-vb   ioder |WAS;                  |(-) 
                or what 
      sil-gz   ------|at DAM’s hand---------|at DAM-----> 
      dam-gz   -----------------------------|at handout-> 
      dam-he         |shakes head-----------| 
      dam-gs         |slaps hand in the air-| 
 
080   DAM-vb   damit man |keine ANGST |bekommt viel|[lei:cht?] |   
               so that you don’t get scared    perhaps  
      dam-br                                       |raises brows-> 
      dam-he                                       |shakes head|      
      dam-gz   ------------------------------------|at SIL-----| 
      sil-gz   -----------------------|mid distance|upwards------>  
      sil-po   ----------|leans forward--------------------------> 
      sil-gs   ----------|hand at chin|arms crossed on table-----> 
      sej-gs                          |PU at flash.| 
               |(0.5)        |(0.1) 
      dam-br   -------------------------------> 
      sil-br   |raises brows-|contracts brows->  
      sil-gz   -------------------------------> 
      sil-po   -------------------------------> 
      sil-gs   -------------------------------> 
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081   SEJ-vb                                       |[ne      ] 
                                                      a          
      sej-po                                       |shoulder shrug--> 
      sej-gs                                       |palm up lateral-> 
               !TA!schenlampe;| 
               flashlight 
      sej-po   ---------------| 
      sej-gs   ---------------|  
 
 
           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        
 
082   SIL-vb   |damit |[#1 man |<<mocking> hä hä (.)] #2  |hä  |hä->        |  
               (--) 
               so that     you             hu hu           hu   hu 
      sil-br   -------------------------------------------------------------| 
      sil-ey   |widens------------------------------------------------------| 
      sil-ns          |inflates nasal wings--------------------|    
      sil-mo          |raises upper lip------------------------| 
      sil-gz   |looks at the front-----------------------------|at DAM------| 
      sil-gs                   |four stabbing movements w. outstretched arm-| 
      far-gz   |at SEJ|at SIL-----------------------------------------------| 
      far-gs          |holds imaginary flashlight----------|                     
      dam-br   --------------------------------------------| 
      dam-gz   --------------------------------------------|at SIL----------> 
      sej-gz   |at FAR------------------------------------------------------> 
 
083   FAR-vb           [ja damit man SEhen kann.    ]  
                        yes so that you can see 
 
084   SIL-vb   |[<<dismissive, i> oder WA|[S;> ]]    |      
                                  or what 
      sil-ey                             |widens-----| 
      sil-gz   --------------------------|at handout-| 
      sil-po   |shoulder shrug-----------| 
      sil-gs   |cupped PU on table-------| 
      dam-gz   --------------------------|at handout->  
 
085   FAR-vb   |[damit                   [man-]] 
                 so that                  you   
      far-gz   |at SEJ------------------------->   
 
086   SEJ-vb                            |[ne   ] TAschenlampe, 
                                          a      flashlight 
      sej-gz                            |at SIL------------->>   
      sil-gz                            |at SEJ-------------->   
 

#
#2 

#
#1 

Sejla Sejla 
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087   SIL-vb   |ja: damit man |SEhen kann wer [DA ist;]  
                yes so that you can see who is there 
      sil-he   |nods----------| 
      sil-gz   ---------------|middle distance------->> 

 

Context. After the children have agreed on two items, Damira, who is standing at 
the table, suggests two objects for the third item to be chosen: she points to the 
knife and the matches (l. 075). The first proposal, ‘knife’, is immediately taken up 
by Sila, who produces a polar question (l. 076: ‘a knife?’). Its multimodal design 
conveys that this question is not a request for confirmation or repair initiator but 
instead serves to indicate the speaker’s lack of commitment to the propositional 
content: the final syllable of ‘MESse::r,’ (‘knife’) is lengthened and produced with 
first a falling and then rising intonation contour, conveying negative surprise and 
indignance. Furthermore, the first syllable of ‘knife’ (‘MES’) is temporally aligned 
with a slap on the table with the open hand palm up, a gesture which is often 
used to solicit a reason (Streeck, 2007; Schönfelder & Heller, 2019). Beyond the 
end of the turn-constructional unit, the gaze is directed at Damira. This multimodal 
packaging contextualises the action as putting a proposal into question. The 
questioning is expanded in line 078 where, through another and more spacious 
trajectory of a palm up gesture, a reason is given, which is, however, at the same 
time invalidated by an ironic keying (Goffman, 1974). The communicative function 
of the held palm up, with which speakers usually solicit a reason from their coun-
terpart, is here turned into its opposite: by producing the gesture not in combina-
tion with a request for a reason but the giving of a reason, the speaker indicates 
that the reason (l. 078: ‘so that you can kill him’) is evaluated as invalid. The 
change in body posture – a distancing leaning back – and confrontational gaze 
(see Section 4.2.1) toward the proponent also serve to contextualise the irony. In 
the present case, the confrontational framing is additionally reinforced by the ra-
ther blunt tag ‘or what’ which suggests that no valid reason exists. 

As a response, Damira produces a format-tied (Goodwin, 1990) counter-argu-
ment (l. 080: ‘so that you…’). The turn-final ‘vielleicht’ (‘perhaps’) is not used to 
convey epistemic uncertainty; rather, the turn-final placement, the lengthening of 
the final syllable and the rising intonation mark the propositional content, that is, 
the reason, as obvious. The obviousness of this reason – and thus the dispensa-
bility of questioning – is additionally indicated by the raising of the eyebrows and 
the shaking of the head. Furthermore, Damira stares at her opponent and thus 
reciprocates the confrontational gaze. Together, these resources contribute to 
the confrontational charge of the response and serve to reject Sila’s attack on her 
epistemic rights. 

Questioning with an ironic-critical stance display. Already during Damira’s turn, 
Sila leans forward, brings her hand briefly to her chin and then crosses her arms, 
adopting a dismissive posture. In addition, her gaze aversion signals that she has 
taken the turn (Auer, 2017). Next, she gazes upwards and raises her eyebrows, 
then contracts her brows and widens her eyes. Ignoring Sejla’s reference to the 
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flashlight (l. 081) and Faris’ multimodal response (l. 083), she then expands her 
questioning by demonstrating the function of the knife invoked by Damira in an 
exaggerated and ironic way (l. 082): the four stabbing motions are accompanied 
by a dull gaze and mockingly produced moans. In addition, Sila inflates her nasal 
wings, raises her upper lip and contracts her brows (#1). This dense cluster of 
multimodal resources is held for almost the entire enactment (#2), with the con-
traction of the eyebrows outlasting the other resources and thus being particularly 
visible. Indeed, the eyebrow contraction is seen not only by Damira, who turns 
her gaze to Sila, but also by Faris. Together with the other facial, prosodic and 
bodily resources, the contracted and raised eyebrows amplify the speaker’s 
ironic-critical stance and contribute to making a mockery of Damira’s reasoning. 
At the same time, this has the effect of denying the proponent the ability to think 
rationally and thus attacks her personally. The contracted brows are dissolved 
just before a second, even more dismissive, ‘or what’ tag. The high degree of 
confrontation is reinforced by a shoulder shrug, slapping the hand palm up on the 
table and maintaining the confrontational gaze at Damira. This culmination of re-
sources has the effect of making the question appear unanswerable and prevent-
ing further discussion, which also becomes apparent in the further course of the 
conversation. 

Interactive trajectory. After both girls have looked at each other for one second, 
Damira is the first to avert her gaze. Due to the fact that Damira does not claim 
the next turn, her gaze aversion may be interpreted as ‘giving up’. Instead of 
Damira, Sejla becomes the next speaker and suggests choosing the flashlight (l. 
086), which is confirmed by Sila (l. 087). Damira’s proposal, the knife, is thus 
dropped. 

As in Extract 3, the culmination of the critical stance display at the end of the turn 
increases the degree of confrontation. The open ‘presentation’ of the contracted 
eyebrows during the confrontational gaze plays a significant role in this. Unlike in 
Extract 3, however, the ‘or what’ tags do not make the proponent responsible for 
further justification, but instead deny her the opportunity to provide reasons, in 
this way preventing further discussion of the disputed object. 

 

4.2.3 Summary 

The analyses of Extracts 3 and 4 demonstrate that the confrontational import of 
acts of questioning can be aggravated by multimodal displays of critical stance. 
While the action of putting something into question itself indicates that the 
speaker’s position is somehow different from the co-participant’s (e.g. ‘not the 
matches’), the multimodal display reinforces the recipient’s criticism and indicates 
that specific elements of the recipient’s position are evaluated as problematic. 
The emerging multimodal gestalts entail eyebrow contractions (combined with 
either downward or upward movements), inflation of the nasal wings and gaze 
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with open eyes at the recipient. Furthermore, prosodic resources may indicate 
the speaker’s negative surprise. 

The stance displays can either occur rather late in the turn (Extract 3) or in turn-
initial position (Extract 4). In both cases, the speakers shift their gaze to the re-
cipient in the course of the turn and hold it until the tension is released, such as 
when the recipient averts her gaze or the speaker starts to smile. By holding the 
gaze beyond the turn, the degree of confrontation increases: the challenged re-
cipient is addressed directly (see confrontational gaze) and made responsible for 
the critical discourse element through the hold of the multimodal gestalt. The mul-
timodal gestalts differ, however, in terms of their quality and degree of confronta-
tion. They contextualise the act of questioning as either reproachful or highly 
ironic. Depending on their particular quality they either shift the epistemic respon-
sibility to deal with the counter-position to the recipient (Extract 3) or attacked the 
recipient personally and deny her the opportunity to support her position (Extract 
4). 

 

5. Conclusion 

Based on previous research on how facial expressions bring about subtle aspects 
of interactional conduct, this study examined multimodal displays of critical 
stance that entailed eyebrow contractions as a crucial component. Using a cor-
pus of children’s argumentative decision-making, we described different multi-
modal gestalts of critical stance displays in oppositional acts of contradicting and 
questioning and traced their interactional trajectories. 

Our analyses of the 23 instances in our corpus demonstrated that the two oppo-
sitional actions are accomplished through distinct clusters of resources, embod-
ying the speaker’s mild critical stance (Extract 1), strong critical stance (Extract 
2), reproachful-critical stance (Extract 3) or ironic-critical stance (Extract 4). In the 
case of contradicting, the contraction and lowering of the eyebrows, the (slight) 
squinting of the eyes and the tightening of the mouth and/or nose area combined 
in recurring, incrementally unfolding resource cluster. A microscopic change in 
movement (raising the inner corners of the brows) caused a qualitative shift in the 
speaker’s affective stance and signalled affective concern, mitigating the confron-
tational import of the display. In comparison, the display was constituted some-
what differently in the context of putting something into question. Here, the eye-
brow movement was more variable, since the eyebrows can be both raised and 
lowered during contraction without affecting the quality of the affective stance. 
Moreover, inflating the nasal wings and leaving the eyes open or even opening 
them wide are stylised resources in this respect. In both actions, however, pro-
sodic contours can be employed to increase the confrontational meaning of the 
action. Likewise, we found that gaze was used to calibrate the degree of confron-
tation. While speakers commonly avert their gaze when contradicting (directing it 
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instead to the handout on the table) and this way mitigating the confrontational 
import, their gaze is often directed to the recipient, even beyond the turn, when 
putting something into question. As a consequence, and as the single resources 
culminate in turn-final position, the critical and confrontational import is increased 
significantly (see also Andries et al., 2023). 

Depending on the distinct clusters of resources and the duration of the multimodal 
gestalt, a more or less intense critical stance display is thus created. Considering 
that even the smallest changes in the calibration of resources may change the 
intensity (and possibly also the quality) of the affective stance of the speaker, we 
argue that the different manifestations constitute a continuum from mildly critical 
to highly confrontational critical stances. The analyses demonstrated that the dif-
ferent displays of criticism occasion different interactive trajectories of decision-
making. They were followed by an elaboration of an argument (either by the re-
cipient or the speaker, as in Extract 1 and 2), a justification and the abandonment 
of one’s position (Extract 3) or the termination of the discussion of a specific item 
(Extract 4). 

In line with previous research (Kaukomaa et al., 2014; Li, 2021), our analysis thus 
confirms that eyebrow contractions serve to mark problematic aspects of an in-
teraction. In contrast to the cases studied by Kaukomaa et al. (2014), however, 
our examples show that eyebrow contractions are not only used in turn-initial po-
sition, but also in other turn positions to retrospectively point out problematic as-
pects of a previous action. They help to slow down decision-making and to make 
a seemingly unproblematic aspect the subject of critical discussion. Furthermore, 
while Kaukomaa et al. (2014: 145) observed that ‘disaffiliations expressed without 
frowning were often more straightforward’ and that ‘turn-opening frowns con-
veyed that the speaker was still “contemplating”’ our analysis reveals that the 
degree of confrontation of the oppositional turn strongly depends on the speaker’s 
gaze behaviour. On the one hand, the gaze aversion help to mitigate the confron-
tational potential of the action. On the other hand, when the gaze remained di-
rected toward the recipient, the confrontational charge was amplified, as the crit-
ical stance display was presented directly and openly. This confrontational gaze 
was part of an inversion of the usual preference organisation (Kendrick & Holler, 
2017): the dispreferred action was produced in a format typically used for pre-
ferred actions. As a consequence, the critical and confrontational import of the 
action was not mitigated but instead amplified. 

Altogether, our study shows that eyebrow contraction is used in different social 
actions and forms an important element of more or less stable action-specific 
clusters of multimodal resources. As one element of embodied critical stance dis-
plays, eyebrow contractions help to indicate that the other’s position has ‘touched’ 
or ‘affected’ the speaker and provoked a critical response. In comparison to the 
transient quality of verbal resources, these multimodal gestalts entail particular 
affordances (see also Marrese et al., 2021): they can be held, averted or openly 
shown to the recipient. These affordances allow speakers to calibrate the criticism 
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and the confrontational import of their oppositional action. By mitigating or aggra-
vating oppositional actions, they thus contribute to the management of affectivity 
and epistemic responsibility in decision-making processes. 
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